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Abstract 
We compute the inverse of a specific infinite r-dimensional matrix, extending a matrix inverse 
of Krattenthaler. Our inversion is different from the r-dimensional matrix inversion recently found 
by Schlosser but generalizes a multidimensional matrix inversion previously found by Chu. As 
applications of our matrix inversion we derive some multidimensional q-series identities. Among 
these are q-analogues of Carlitz' multidimensional Abel-type xpansion formulas. Furthermore, 
we derive a q-analogue of MacMahon's Master Theorem. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved 
AMS classification: primary: 33D70; secondary: 05A19, 05A30, 11B65, 15A09, 33C70, 33D20 
Keywords: Matrix inversion; Inverse relations; Basic hypergeometric series; q-Abel identities; 
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1. Introduction 
Matrix inversions are very important ools in combinatorics and special functions 
theory. In particular, it is a widely spread and often used method to derive and prove 
identities for (basic) hypergeometric series with the help of so-called 'inverse relations' 
(see Section 4), which are immediate consequences of matrix inversions. (An inverse 
relation is in fact equivalent to its corresponding matrix inversion.) In order to be able 
to apply this method, explicit matrix inversions must be at hand. 
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At this point it seems appropriate to elaborate a little on the history of (explicit) 
matrix inversions and inverse relations, in particular, since H.W. Gould's name is in- 
evitably tied with it. Over time, people came across an increasing number of such 
explicit matrix inversions. In the 1960s, in his book [53], Riordan provided lists of 
known matrix inversions and, in fact, dedicated two complete chapters of his book 
to inverse relations and their applications. (Riordan's inverse relations were classified 
and given a unified method of proof by Egorychev [16].) A prominent part of these 
inverse relations were due to Gould, who studied them in a series of papers [27-30]. 
This study culminated in the important discovery, jointly with Hsu, of a very gen- 
eral matrix inversion [32], which contained a lot of inverse relations of, what is now 
called, Gould-type and Abel-type as special cases. The problem, posed by Gould and 
Hsu, of finding a q-analogue of their formula was immediately solved thereafter by 
Carlitz [8]. He did not give any applications, however. The significance of Carlitz' 
matrix inversion showed up first when Andrews [1] discovered that the Bailey trans- 
form [3,4], which is one of the comer stones in the development of the theory of 
(basic) hypergeometric series, is equivalent to a certain matrix inversion that is just a 
very special case of Carlitz'. Some time later, while further developing on Andrews' 
idea, Gessel and Stanton [22,23] used another special case of Carlitz' matrix inver- 
sion (a bibasic extension of the inversion Andrews considered) to derive a number 
of basic hypergeometric summations and transformations, and identities of Rogers- 
Ramanujan type. Finite forms of identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type were considered 
by Bressoud [6]. The transform which he used to prove them is equivalent to a ma- 
trix inversion [7], which has some overlap with Carlitz' matrix inversion (namely 
in the one Andrews considered), but in general is not covered by Carlitz' result. A 
few years later, Gasper and Rahman proved a bibasic matrix inversion [19,52] which 
unifies the matrix inversions of Gessel and Stanton, and Bressoud. It enabled them 
to derive numerous beautiful new quadratic, cubic, and quartic summation formulas 
for basic hypergeometric series. (They also extended this method to obtain bibasic, 
cubic, and quartic transformation formulas [20; 51; 21, Section 3.6].) The end of 
this line of development came with the attempt of the first author to combine all 
these recent matrix inversions into one formula. Indeed, in 1989, he discovered a ma- 
trix inversion, published in [42], which subsumes most of Riordan's inverse relations 
and all the other aforementioned matrix inversions, as it contains them all as special 
cases. 
This matrix inversion is the following: The matrices (fnk)n.kC~ and (gk/)k,l~Z (Z 
denotes the set of integers), are inverses of each other, where 
and 
n--I 
f.~ = I-Ii=k (aj + bick) 
l-Ij=k+, (cj - ck) 
(1.1) 
k 
(al + blct) I~j=l+l(ai + bjck) 
- (1 .2 )  Ok1 (ak + bkck) H~=-I l(cj - ck) 
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Starting in the late 1970s, Milne and co-authors, in a long series of papers (cf. 
[44,46-50], and the references cited therein), developed a theory of multiple (basic) 
hypergeometric series associated to root systems. In order to have an equivalent of 
the (one-dimensional) Bailey transform at hand, to conveniently extend the develop- 
ment of the theory of (one-dimensional) basic hypergeometric series to an analogous 
theory for multiple series, matrix inversions in this multidimensional setting needed 
to be found. In [44,49], Lilly and Milne provided multidimensional extensions of 
the earlier mentioned matrix inversion that Andrews considered. Subsequently, Bhat- 
nagar and Milne [5] found a matrix inversion that extended Gasper and Rahman's 
(one-dimensional) matrix inversion to the multidimensional setting. (According to our 
terminology 'multidimensional' matrix inversions are matrix inversions that arise in 
the theory of multiple series, whereas 'one-dimensional' matrix inversions are ma- 
trix inversions which arise in the theory of one-dimensional series; see Section 2 
for a precise explanation.) At the end of this line of development stand the sec- 
ond author's matrix inversions [54]. Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 of [54] do indeed cover 
all previously mentioned matrix inversions in that area as special cases. In particu- 
lar, these matrix inversions also contain the inversion (1.1)/(1.2) as one-dimensional 
special case. 
The main result of this paper is another multidimensional extension of the matrix in- 
verse (1.1)/(1.2) (see Theorem 3.1 ). This matrix inversion finds its applications in the 
theory of 'ordinary' multiple series. It does not 'belong', as far as we can tell, to the 
theory of multiple series associated to root systems. Also here, special cases of this ma- 
trix inversion appeared earlier in the literature. Aside from reducing to (1.1)/(1.2), the 
matrix inversion from [42], in the one-dimensional case, it also contains Chu's multi- 
dimensional matrix inversion [12] and a two-dimensional matrix inversion [40] by the 
first author. We demonstrate he usefulness of our new multidimensional matrix in- 
verse by deriving several multidimensional q-series identities, among them q-analogues 
of Carlitz' multidimensional Abel-type expansion formulas, and a q-analogue of 
MacMahon's Master Theorem. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In order to prove our matrix inversion, we need 
some preparations, which we provide in Section 2. There we review the first author's 
operator method [39]. We adapt a main theorem of [39] and add an appropriate multi- 
dimensional corollary (see Corollary 2.2). Then, in Section 3, we state and prove our 
multidimensional matrix inversion. We also add a companion inversion (Theorem 3.3) 
which we use later in the applications. In Section 4, the notion and use of inverse 
relations is explained, together with the standard basic hypergeometric notation. The 
following sections contain applications of our matrix inversion. In Section 5 we derive 
some new basic hypergeometric double summations. A multidimensional extension of a 
very-well-poised 10~b9-summation is the contents of Section 6. In Sections 7 and 10 we 
present q-analogues of Carlitz' multidimensional Abel-type expansion formulas [9- l  1]. 
These q-analogues are new even in the one-dimensional case. Related multiple q-Abel 
and q-Rothe summations are presented in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9, we find, for 
the first time, a (noncommutative) q-analogue of MacMahon's Master Theorem. 
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2. An operator method for proving matrix inversions 
Let F = (fnk)n,,s~r (as before, Z denotes the set of integers) be an infinite lower- 
triangular -dimensional matrix; i.e., f~k = 0 unless n>~k, by which we mean ni>>.ki 
for all i = 1 . . . . .  r. The matrix G = (gkt)k,t~Z, is said to be the inverse matrix of F if 
and only if 
fnkgkt : 6nl 
n>~k>~l 
for all n, 1 E Z r, where 6nt is the usual Kronecker delta. 
In [39], the first author gave a method for solving Lagrange inversion problems, 
which are closely connected with the problem of inverting lower-triangular matrices. 
We will use his operator method for proving our new theorems. 
First we need to introduce some notation and terminology. By a formal Laurent se- 
ries we mean a series of the form ~--~, > ka, z~, for some k E Z ~, where zn : z  lnlZ2n2 . ..Zrnr. 
Given the formal Laurent series a(z) and b(z) we introduce the bilinear form ( , )  by 
(a(z), b(z)) = (z°)(a(z) • b(z)), 
where (z°)c(z) denotes the coefficient of z ° in c(z). Given any linear operator L 
acting on formal Laurent series, L* denotes the adjoint of L with respect o ( , ) ;  i.e., 
(La(z),b(z)) = (a(z),L*b(z)) for all formal Laurent series a(z) and b(z). We need the 
following special case of [39, Theorem 1]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F=(fnk)n,k~_r be an infinite lower-triangular -dimensional ma- 
trix with fkk ~ 0 for all k E Z r. For k E Z r, define the formal Laurent series fk(z)  
and Ok(z) by fk (z )= ~n>>.k fnkz" and Ok(z)= ~t~k 9kt z-I, where (gkt)k, lEZr is the 
uniquely determined inverse matrix of F. Suppose that for k E Z ~ a system of equa- 
tions of the form 
Ujfk(z) =cj(k)Vfk(z),  j=  1 ... . .  r, 
holds, where Uj, V are linear operators actin9 on formal Laurent series, V bein9 
bijective, and where (cj(k))kc~r are arbitrary sequences of constants. Moreover, we 
suppose that 
for all m, n E ~_~, m ~ n, there exists a j with 1 <<.j <<. r and cj(m) ~ cj(n). (2.1) 
Then, if hk(z) is a solution of the dual system 
UThk(z)=cj(k)V*hk(z ), j=  1 ... . .  r, 
with hk(z)~ 0 for all k E Z ~, the series Ok(Z) are 9iven by 
1 
gk(z) = V*hk(z). <fk(z), V*hk(z)) 
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We will use the following corollary of Lemma 2.1: 
Coronary 2.2. Let Wi, Vij be linear operators acting on formal Laurent series, 
cj(k) arbitrary constants for k C Z ~ and i,j = 1 . . . . .  r. Suppose the operators Wi, Vij, 
i,j = 1 . . . . .  r, satisfy the commutation relations 
V/~.iW/2 = W,2 V/O, il ~i2; 1 <~il,i2,j<.r, (2.2) 
Viii 1V/2j 2 = Vi2j2V/ij I , il ~ki2; 1 <~il,i2,jl,j2~r. (2.3) 
Moreover, the cj(k) are assumed to satisfy (2.1), and dehvi./<r(Vij) is assumed to 
be invertible. With the notation of Lemma 2.1, /f 
~. ci(k)V~jfk(z) = Wiifk(z), i=  1 .. . . .  r, (2.4) 
j= l  
then 
1 det(v/*)hk(z), (2.5) 
9k(z) = (fk(z), det(V/j* )hk(z)) 
where hk(Z) is a solution of 
r 
cj(k )v/* h,(z ) = W/ hk(Z ), 
j= l  
with hk(z) ~ 0 for all k E ~_r. 
i = 1 .. . . .  r, (2.6) 
Proof. Due to (2.3), we can apply Cramer's rule to (2.4) to obtain 
r 
cj(k) det< (Vu)fk(z)= E(- l  )i+Jv(i'J)Wifk(Z), 
l<~i , l~r  i=1 
for j=  1 .. . . .  r, V (i'j) being the minor of (V~t)l<s,t<r with the ith row and jth column 
being omitted. The dual system (in the sense of Lemma 2.1) reads 
r 
cy(k) det (v/-~)hk(Z) = ~ (-- 1)i+J Wi* V*("J)hk(z) 
I <~i,l<~r i=1 
= ~ ( -  1 )i+j v*(i,J) W~*hk(z), (2.7) 
i=1 
for j=  1 .. . . .  r, and is easily seen to be equivalent to (2.6). Notice that condition (2.3) 
justifies to write the dual of det(V/t) as det(Vi~) (and similarly for V(iO)), and that, 
because of (2.2), we may commute Wi* and V *(i'y) in (2.7). Now apply Lemma 2.1 
with V= det(V//) and Uj = ~:l(-1)i+/V(i '/)Wi. [] 
Remark 2.3. A slightly more general corollary is given in [54, Corollary 2.14] which 
was needed to prove another multidimensional matrix inversion which lead to the 
derivation of several interesting identities for multidimensional basic hypergeometric 
series associated to root systems. 
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3. A multidimensional matrix inversion 
Theorem 3.1. Let (ai(t))tc~_,(l~j(t))te~, and (ci(t))mz, i , j=  1 . . . . .  r be arbitrary se- 
quences such that ci(s) ~ ci ( t )  for S ~ t. Then (f~k)n,t,¢~r and (gl, i )k, lc~_r are inverses 
of  each other, where 
n i - -  l r 
f ' / '=  I~  I-It,:,, (ai(t,)+ Y-~y:,bq(ti)cj(kj)) 
i=, -I-I~'=k----~,(-ci(ti--))-- ci(ki)-----) (3.1) 
and 
deh <~i,j<<.r((ai(li) + }-']~sr:l bi,(li)cs(ks))6q + bij(li)(ci(li) - ei(ki))) 
r r 9kl = l-Ii=l(ai(ki) + ~j=l  biy(ki)ej(kj)) 
n l-i~,=t,+l(ai(ti) + ~-~:, bij(ti)cj(kj)) 
x ~ . . . .  . (3.2) 
i :1  1-Iti=li(ei(ti) -- c i (k i ) )  
Remark 3.2. For r= 1, Theorem 3.1 reduces to the first author's matrix inverse 
(1.1)/(1.2). The special case ci(t)=t,  i--1 .. . . .  r, is equivalent to Chu's 
[12, Eqs. (2.3)/(2.4)] matrix inversion result. Setting r = 2, ci(t) = qt, ai(t) = O, i = 1,2, 
( -1  q ~+t~ ) 
(bij(ti))l <~i,j<2 = q;.+t: - 1 ' 
and simplifying a bit, we recover the first author's two-dimensional inversion [40, 
(4.15)/(4.16)], which was used there to derive many two-dimensional expansion 
formulas. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will use the operator method of Section 2. From (3.1) we 
deduce for n >/k the recursion 
(ci(ni) -- ei(ki ) ) fnk = (ai(ni - 1) + ~ bij(ni - 1)cj(kj) )f . -e.k, 
j - l  
i=1  .. . . .  r, (3.3) 
where ei denotes the vector of 7/r where all components are zero except he ith, which 
is 1. We write 
r I  n i - -  I r 1--L,=k, (ai(ti) + ~-2~=1 b i j ( t i ) c j (k j ) )  _n 
. . . . .  z .  
n>~k n>~k i=l  Ht,=ki+l(Ci(t i)  -- c i (k i ) )  
Moreover, we define linear operators ~ij, d i ,  cgi by ~ijz n = bq(ni)z n, d i z  n= ai(ni )z n, 
and C~izn =ci (n i ) z  n, for all i , j=  1 . . . . .  r. Then we may write (3.3) in the form 
(cg i -c i (k i ) ) fk(z)= id i+z i  Nijcj(kj) fk(z),  i=1  .... ,r, (3.4) 
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valid for all k E Z r. We rewrite our system of equations in a way such that Corollary 2.2 
is applicable: 
( r ) ci(ki) + z i~cj(k j )Ni j  fk(Z) = (~i -- z idi)fk(Z),  i= 1 . . . . .  r. (3.5) 
j=l 
Now (3.5) is a system of type (2.4) with V~j=6ij + zi~ij, N=~i -  ziNi, and 
cj(k) = cj(kj). Conditions (2.1)-(2.3) are satisfied. Hence we may apply Corollary 2.2. 
The dual system (2.6) for the auxiliary formal Laurent series hk(z) in this case reads 
ci(ki)-q- ~'~cj(kj)~uZi ~ 
j=l ,] 
Equivalently, we have 
ci(ki))hk(Z) : (~z i  (~e* I 
\ 
hk(Z)=(~i* -- ~¢i*zi)hk(z), i= 1 . . . . .  r. 
r ) 
@ ~i jc j (k j ) z i  hk(Z), i=  1 . . . . .  r, 
j=l 
(3.6) 
Since 
zihk(Z) = Z (ci(l i) -- ci(ki)) h --l 
l<~k (a i ( l i )+  ~J  5~j (k j ) )  klZ , 
we conclude that 
det (~*)hk(z)= ~ det (6ij + 
1 ~i,j<~r I<~k 1 <~i,j<~r 
bij( li )( ci( li ) -- ci( ki ) ) - - - - -~- - - r - - - - - - -  hktz -t. 
(ai(li) + ~-~s=l bis(li)cs(ks)) ) 
(3.8) 
for all k c Z r. As is easily seen, we have ~*z - t  = bij(li)z -t, d ' z - t= ai(li)z -t, and 
C~*z-I=ci(li)z -t, for i , j= 1 . . . . .  r. Thus, with hk(Z)= ~t<khktZ -t, by comparing 
coefficients of z -t in (3.6) we obtain 
(c i ( l i )  - -  c i (k i ) )hk l  = (ai(li) + ~ bij(li)cj(k/))hk,t+e, i :  1 . . . . .  r. 
j : l  
If we set hkk = 1, we get 
r I  ki -- 1 r Uti=li (ai(ti) q- ~j=l  bij(t i)cj(kj)) 
hkl : ]--[ki- I 
/=l JtJtti=li (Ci(ti) -- ci(ki)) 
Taking into account (2.5), we have to compute the action of 
det (Vi*)= det (~i j -~-~jz i )  (3.7) 
1 <~i,j<~r 1 <~i,j<~r " 
when applied to 
r I  ki-- 1 t r b IIti=li(ai( i) -~- ~j=l  i j(t i)cj(kj)) - I  
hk(Z)  = Z . . . .  ki - [ Z • 
I<~k i=1 Hti=l , (c i ( t i ) - -c i (k i ) )  
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Note that since fkk = 1, the pairing (fk(Z),det(ViT)hk(z)) is simply the coefficient of 
z -k in (3.8) which is easily seen to be one. By taking the denominators out of the 
rows of the determinant, Eq. (2.5) is tumed into 
Ok(Z)= det (Vi:)hk(Z) 
I <~i,j<~r 
{det~ <~,j~<r ((ai(li) + ~=~ bis(li)cs(ks))6~j + bij(l~)(ci(li) - c~(ki))) 
El~k k I ' Ir=l(ai(ki) + )-'~:1 bi j (k i )c j (k j ) )  
r I  ki r t ) l'-L,=l,+l(ai(ti) + ~-~j=l bij( i)cj(kj)) 
× ki -- 1 Z --I 
i=1 I-~ti=l, ( c i ( t i ) - c i (k i ) )  ' 
(3.9) 
where yk(Z)= Y'~t<.k gklZ-I" So, by extracting the coefficient of z -t in (3.9) we obtain 
exactly (3.2). [] 
By a slightly modified application of the operator method of Section 2 one can show 
that the determinant in (3.2) can be 'transferred' from 0kt tO fnk. The corresponding 
theorem reads as follows. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Then (fnk )n, keZ~ and (gkl )k, lEe/' 
are inverses of each other, where 
fnk = detl <~i,j<<r((ai(ni) + ~-~f=l bis(ni)cs(ks))ri j  + bi j (ni)(ci(ni)  - c i (k i ) ) )  
and 
I-[ir=l(ai( ki ) -[- E~=I bi j (k i )c j (k j ) )  
r I  ni--1 r l-Iti=k, (ai(ti) + ~--~j=l bij(ti)cj(kj)) × ~ . . . .  
i=l I-Li=ki+l(Ci(ti) -- c i(ki))  
(3.10) 
r k 
0,,-- 1:I (3.1 1) o i=l ll~i'_:;(ci(ti) -- ei(ki)) 
Remark 3.4. The special case ci(t)=t, i=1  .. . . .  r, is equivalent o Chu's [12, 
Eq. (2.9)/(2.10)] companion matrix inversion result. 
4. Preliminaries on inverse relations and basic hypergeometric notation 
Here we introduce the basic concept of 'inverse relations' and introduce some 
standard q-series notation. 
There is a standard technique for deriving new summation formulas from known ones 
by using inverse matrices (cf. [1,5,13, 19,20], [21, Section 3.8], [22,23,42,44,48,49, 
51-54]). If (fnk)n, kE//r and (gkl)k, lE~" are lower triangular matrices being inverses of 
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each other, then of course the following is true: 
f .kak = b. (4.1) 
O<~k<~n 
if and only if 
9klbt = ak. (4.2) 
O<~l<~k 
If either (4.1) or (4.2) is known, then the other produces another summation formula. 
The less used dual version, the so-called 'rotated inversion', can be used to derive 
nonterminating summations. It reads 
fnkan = bk (4.3) 
k<~n<~ec 
if and only if 
9klbk : at (4.4) 
I <<. k <~ oo 
subject o suitable convergence conditions. Again, if one of (4.3) or (4.4) is known, 
the other produces a possibly new identity. 
In the subsequent sections we use special cases of our Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 to 
derive a couple of higher-dimensional summations for q-series. 
Before we start to develop the applications of our theorems, we need to recall the 
standard basic hypergeometric notation (cf. [21]). Let q be a complex number such 
that Iql < 1. Define 
(a;q)oc := I-I (1 - aq j) (4.5) 
j~>0 
and 
(a; q)o~ 
(a; q)k .-- (aqk; q)o~ (4.6) 
k- I  
= I-I (1 - aqJ), (4.7) 
j=O 
where the equality (4.7) holds when k is a nonnegative integer. We also make use of 
the standard notation for basic hypergeometric series, 
al , . . . ,  as 1 s(at ; q,z := 
bl . . . . .  bt k=0 
(al; q)k (a2; q)k " " (as; q)k ~ ~ - - .  ( ~  ((--1)kq(~)) l+t-szk 
(4.8) 
Finally, for multidimensional series, we also employ the notation Ik[ for (kl +- . -  + 
k~) where k--(kl . . . . .  kr). Concerning the nonterminating multiple series given in this 
paper, we have stated their regions of convergence explicitly. The convergence of these 
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series can be checked by application of the multiple power series ratio test [35, 38]. In 
cases where the summand of the multiple series contains a determinant we would first 
have to expand the determinant appearing in the summand according to its definition as 
a sum over the symmetric group, then interchange summations and apply the multiple 
power series ratio test to each of its resulting r! multiple sums. In our proofs, however, 
we have not carried out such calculations explicitly. For explicit examples of how to 
use the multiple power series ratio test, see [48, Section 5]. 
5. Some identities for double series 
In our first application we use the two-dimensional special case (i.e., the r = 2 case) 
of our matrix inversion (3.1) to derive a few basic hypergeometric double summation 
theorems. These developments are very much in the spirit of [40], although the par- 
ticular case of (3.1) that we consider here is a different one than in [40]. Namely, 
the particular choice of  the parameters in (3.1) that we make is al(t)=a2(t)=O, 
Cl (t) = c2(t) = q', and 
( Cq '~ -1  ) 
(bij(ti))l <~i,j<~2 = --1 Dq t2 " 
Thus, after little simplification, we obtain that the matrices ( f . . ) . . .~2 and (gkt)k,t~z2 
are inverses of each other, where 
iCa2kt -k2. ~ (Dq2k2-kl. fnk = q(k~ -&)(n2-kz-nl +hi  ) I, t./ ' q)nl --kl , q)n2--kz 
(q; q).,-k, (q; q)n2-k2 
(5.1) 
and 
q(k,-k2)(k2-/2-k, +t, ) ((Cq 2t' - qk2 )(Dq212 _ qkl ) _ (qll _ qk, )(qt2 _ qk2 )) 
9kt = ( CqZk, _ qk2 )( Dq2k2 _ qk, ) 
(Cq2k,-~2; q-l  )k,-l, (Dq 2k2 --kl ; q-1 )k2-12 
x (5.2) (q-l;q-l)k,_l ,  (q-l;q-1)k2_l 2 
Now, in (4.1) we take 
ak = CkzOklq -k2+3ktk2-k~ (C; q)2k~-k2 (D; q)2k2-kl. 
(q; q)k, (q; q)k2 
(5.3) 
By two-fold use of q-Chu-Vandermonde summation (cf. [21, Eq. (1.5.3); Appendix 
(II.6)]), 
[ q-n ] an(c/a;q)~ (5.4) 
2q~l a, ;q'q -- (c;q)n ' 
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we have by (4.1) and a bit of manipulation 
~1 ?/2 
b. = Z Z qk'k~-km'+k2?/'+k'?/2-k~":Ck2Dk' 
kl=O k2=O 
(C; q).: +k~ _k: (D; q)~+k~_k~ 
(q; q)*~ (q; q)*~ (q; q).,-~,, (q; q).2-~2 
n2 l Zqk2.~_k:.2Ck2 (C;q).,-k2 (D;q)k2+.2 ~. [Cq"'-k2,q -"' 
k2 =0 (q'~ q)k2 (q'~ q)nl (q'~ q)n2--k~ 2~1 L q~-k~-"~/D ;q' q 
~l 2 
Z qn~-k2n: ck2+nl 
k2 =0 
(C; q),,,_k2 (D; q)k2+.z (ql-~,-.2 /CD; q)n, 
(q; q)k2 (q; q)., (q; q).2-~2 (ql-k2-.2/D; q)., 
= qn~C"' (C;q)., (D;q). 2 (q'-"'-"2/CD;q).~ 2~al [Dq-"'+"2'q-"2 ] 
(q; q)., (q; q).2 (ql-"~/D;q)., [ ql-"'/C ;q'q 
= q.2_n,n2+n ~ cn ' Dn 2 (C; q)n, (D; q)n2 (ql-n,-n2/CD; q)n, +n2 
(q; q)., (q; q).2 (ql-"'/C;q).~ (q~-"~/D;q).~" 
Substituting this into the inverse relation (4.2) gives, after some simplification, 
(5.5) 
kl 
Z 
Ii =0 
k2 Z q~k~-k2)(/~-12) ((Cq zl' - qk~ )(Dq212 _ qk, ) _ (ql, _ qk~ )(qt2 _ qk~ )) 
/2=0 
(1 - C)(1 - D)  
(C; q)/,-12 (D; q)12-h (CD; q)l, +15 (q-k~; q)t, (q-k2; q)12 
(Cql+kl-k2; q)l~ (Dq l+k2-k' ;q)12 (q; q)tt (q; q)12 
= ( -  1 )k,+k2 Ck2Ok~ qk, k2-Q )-ff~)(Cq; q)k,-k2 (Oq; q)k2-k,. (5.6) 
Setting k2 = 0 in this identity, we obtain 
[ C,v/-~q,_x/'--~q, CD, q-~ ;q'---Dql+k' ] _ (qC;q)k, (5.7) 
5q~5 [ x/-C,-x/C,q/D, Cq'+k~,O (q/D; q)k,' 
which is a terminating limiting case of the very-well-poised 6~bs-summation (cf. [21, 
Eq. (2.7.1), Appendix (II.20)]). Hence, our double sum identity (5.6) is a two- 
dimensional extension of the 5q~5-summation (5.7). 
For our second application of the matrix inverse (5.1)/(5.2), in (4.1) we choose 
c ,  "q)k, (D; q)k, (5.8)  
ak = &k,~A kl qk,(k~-1, ((q; q)k, (A; q)k~' 
where 6ij denotes the Kronecker delta, &i.j = 1 if i = j and 6i.j = 0 otherwise. Again, 
by using q-Chu-Vandermonde summation (5.4), we obtain from (4.1), 
bn= (C;q)n~ (D;q)n2(A;q)n,+,,2 (5.9) 
(q; q)n, (q; q).2 (A; q)n, (A; q).:' 
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With these values of ak and b,, the inverse relation (4.2) then becomes 
kl k2 Z Z q(k,-k:)(t,-t2)( (Cqzl' -- qk2 )(Dq2l: _ qk~) _ (qll _ qk, )(qt2 _ qk2 )) 
/1:0 /2:0 (1 -- C)(1 -- D) 
(A; q)6+i2 (C; q)l~ (D; q)12 (q--k' ; q)h (q--k2; q)t2 
x 
(.4; q)l, (A; q)t: (Cq l+k~-k2; q)t~ (Dql+k2-k' ; q)12 (q; q)l, (q; q)t2 
= 6k, k2A k, (q; q)k, (5.10) (A)k, 
This is a two-dimensional extension of the terminating very-well-poised 4~b3-summation 
(cf. [21, Eq. (2.3.4)]), which in Ch. 2 of [21] is used as one of the comer stones of 
building up the summation theory for very-well-poised basic hypergeometric series. 
6. A 'twisted' multidimensional extension of a very-well-poised lO~9-summation 
In this section we bring an application of the companion inversion (3.10)/(3.11 ). We 
start by making the replacements ci( t ) --* 1/ci( t )+ A ici( t ), ai( t ) ~ (Ai+I +ai( t ) z )/ci( t + 1 ), 
and 
(bq(ti) )l <~i4<<.~ 
0 
ar(tr) 
c~(t~ + 1) 
a1(6) 0 
Cl(t l  + 1) 
... a2(t2) 
0 
c2(t2 + 1) 
. . . . . .  
". ", 0 
• .. a r - l ( t r -1 )  
er--l(tr_ 1 @ 1) 
0 
(6.1) 
in (3.3). Upon little simplification we obtain that the matrices (f~)n, kCZr and (gkt)k,t~Zr 
are inverses of  each other, where 
fnk = 
(H i r l c i (n i )A i+I (  1 - ai(ni )Ci+l (k i+ l ) ) (1  - ai(ni)/.4i+lei+l (ki+ 1 )) 
-I-Lr=lai(ni )( 1 - Aici( n i )ci( ki ))(  1 - ci( ni )/ci( ki ) ) )  
r 1 IIi=l ( - ai(ki)Ci+l (k/+l))(Ai+I Ci+l (ki+l) - ai(ki)) 
r I  n i -- l Hti=ki ( 1 -- ai(t i )e i+ 1 (k i+ l ) ) (  1 - ai(ti )/Ai+lCi+l (k i+ l ) )  
i=1 
(6.2) 
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and 
Hti=l i+l(1 -- ai( ti )Ci+l(ki+ 1 ) ) (1  - ai( ti ) /Ai+lCi+l(ki+ 1 ))  
gkt = ~_q . . . . .  . (6.3) 
i=l 1--Iti=l~ (1 - Aici(ti)ci(ki))(1 ~ ~  
Here and in the following we make the convention that indices have to be taken modulo 
r, i.e., by k~+l we mean kl, etc. The above matrix inversion is a 'twisted' extension to 
several dimensions of the 'Bressoud-type' writing [42, (1.5)] of  the one-dimensional 
matrix inversion (1.1)/(1.2), to which it reduces for r= 1. 
Now, in (6.2)/(6.3) we specialize c i ( t )=q t and ai(t)=aiq t. Thus, we obtain the 
inverse pair of matrices (f,t,),,t,~z, and (gt,t)t,.tcz,, where 
r r f nk = ql"l (I[i=lAi(1 - aiq"i+ki+l )(1 - aiq "i-ki+l /Ai+l ) - I-Ii=l ai(1 -Aiq "i+ki )(1 - qni-ki )) 
and 
HI i '= l (1  - -  aiqki+ki+l )(Ai+lqki+l -- aiqki ) 
F 
X 1- I  (aiqki+ki+l ;q)ni--ki (aiqki--ki+l/Ai+l; q)ni-ki 
(AiqZki+l ;q)ni--ki (q ;  q)ni-ki 
i=1  
(6.4) 
r i  (aiqki+~,+~ ; q- l  )ki-ti (aiq k~-k'+l /Ai+l ; q- l  )k,-t, gkt = (6.5) 
i=1 (Aiq2k'-l;q-1)ki-t i(q-1;q-l)k'-t i  
This matrix inversion is a 'twisted' extension to several dimensions of Bressoud's 
matrix inversion [7], to which it reduces for r = 1. 
For our application of (6.4)/(6.5), in (4.2) we choose 
bt = qlll I- I  (qa2/AiAi+l;q)le (6.6) 
i=1 (q; q)l, 
Then the left-hand side of (4.2) can be written as 
I- I  f (qk'+~+' ai;q)k~(aiq'-k'+' /Ai+';q)~ ~ [ qkiAi'qa~/AiAi+"q-k~ . q,q]) 
i=1 ~ ~ 3~21ql-k'+lai/Ai+l'qki+~+lai' " 
The 3492-series appearing in this expression can be evaluated by means of  the q-Pfaff- 
Saalschfitz summation (cf. [21, (1.7.2), Appendix (II.12)]), 
a,b,q n . q (c/a;q)n(c/b;q)n 
3492 c, abql_ , /c ,q,  qJ = (c; q),(c/ab; q), ' 
where n is a nonnegative integer. Thus we obtain 
r ~k#,+k, +1 )_k~ (Aiq -k~+~/ai; q)k, (ql-k~-k~+t/AiAi+l; q)k, 
at, = H , t  ' '*  t t  i (6.7) 
(qk'Ai; q)k, (q; q)k, 
i=1  
Substitution of (6.6) and (6.7) in (4.1), and some simplification, leads to the following 
summation theorem. 
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Theorem 6.1. Let ai and Ai be indeterminates, i= 1,2 ..... r. Then 
(Hir=lAi(1- aiqni+ki+ l )(1 -- aiqni-k~+i/Ai+X)- Hir=lai(1 -- Aiqni+ki)(1 _qni-ki)) 
2_, O<~k<~n Hit--l(1 - aiqki+ki+l )(Ai+lqki+i -- aiqki) 
F . . . .  
× H q2ki (a2iqni ~k, k,+l (1--q2kiAi) (Ai;q)ki(q--ni;q)kl 
i=1  ~ J  (1 - -A/)  (q;q)ki(ql+niAi;q)k, 
(qniai; q)ki+ 1(qai/Ai; q)ki+ 1(AiAi+l/ai; q)ki+ki+ I (Ai/ai; q)ki-ki+ I× 
(ql-niAi+l/ai ;  q)ki+l (AiAi+l/ai; q)ki+l (ai; q)ki+ki+l (ai/Ai+l; q)ki ki+l 
r 2 (qa i/AiAi+l;q)ni (qAi; q)"i 
11 
i=1  (6.8) 
where, by convention, Ar+l =AI and kr+l = kl. 
Remark 6.2. The special case r = 1 of (6.8) can be rewritten as (when writing a for 
al,A for Ai, and n for nl) 
lO~9 [A, x/-Aq,-x/Aq, A/v/a,-A/v/-d, Ax/q/vTd,-Ax/q/v/-d, aq/A, aqn,q-n ] 
v/-~,_v~, v/-dq,_x/-dq, v/-d-~,_ v/-~,A2/a, Aql-./a, Aql+. ; q'q 
(1 - a) (qaZ/A2;q).(qA;q)n 
( l -aq  2n) (a; q). (a/A; q). (6,9) 
This 10~b9-summation ca be obtained by specializing Bailey's transformation formula 
[2] (see [21, (2.8.5); Appendix (111.27)]; the specializations that have to be performed 
there are d = 1, b ~ a2q/cA, a~ A2/aq, in that order). 
7. q-Analogues of Carlitz' Abel-type expansion formulas 
In [10], Carlitz gave multidimensional extensions of Euler's formulas 
eA z = ~ A(A + Bk) k-i Zke_SZk, (7,1) 
k! 
k=0 
where ]BZel-Bz I < 1 [17, p. 354] (cf. [53, Section 4.51), and 
A (AkBk)zk( l+Z)_Sk  ' (7.2) 
( I+Z)  A=ZA+B k 
k=0 
where I (B-  1)Z/(1 +Z)B[ <1 [17, p. 350] (cf. [53, Section 4.5]). The purpose of 
this section is to present q-analogues of (7.1) and (7.2) and to derive q-analogues 
of Carlitz' multidimensional extensions thereof. 
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First we derive a simple multidimensional extension of the expansion formula 
1 -- Z (a + b)(a + bqk) k-I (z(a + bqk) ;q )~z  k, (7.3) 
k=0 (q; q)~ 
valid for lazl < 1, which is a q-analogue of Euler's formula (7.1). 
To see that (7.3) is a q-analogue of (7.1), do the replacements a---* 1 -  qA+ 
(1 --qS)/(1 --q), b~ - (1  -qB) / (1  -q ) ,  z~Z and then let q~ 1. In this case, 
limq_~ i (a + bq k )/( 1 - q) = A + Bk. Also, recall that limq__. 1((1 - q)Z; q )~ = e -z .  
The second formula that we extend to several dimensions is 
1 - (a÷b)  (aq -k+b;q)k (_ l )kq(~) (z (a+bqk) ;q )~zk  ' 
(z; q)~ = 1 -- (-aq -T ~)9) (q; q)k 
k=0 
(7.4) 
valid for lazl < 1, which in turn is a q-analogue of Euler's formula (7.2). 
To see that (7.4) is a q-analogue of (7.2), do the replacements a--~ qA _ (1 -qB) /  
(1 -q ) ,  b---~(1 -qS) / (1  -q ) ,  z---~ -Z  and then let q---~ 1. In this case, limq~l(1 -
(aq-k + b)qJ)/( 1 - q) = A + Bk + j - k. Furthermore, we use limq__, l (z(a + bq ~); q)o~/ 
(z;q)~ =(1 + Z) -"-Bk. Similar limiting processes apply for others of the identities 
given in the following sections, especially for our multidimensional formulas. 
Now we state our multiple extension of (7.3): 
Theorem 7.1. Let ai, bij,zi, i , j=  1 . . . . .  r, be &determ&ate. Then there holds 
1 = Z det ai -t- bisque' 6ij ÷ bij(1 - qki' )
1 <<.i,j<<.r 
kl,...,k,.=O s=l / 
I I  (ai + }-~,=1 bijqj ) r Zki i , 
× (qi;qi)k, zi ai "4- Z bij@ ;qi 
i=1 j= l  ,] oc 
provided laizil < 1 for i=  1 . . . . .  r. 
(7.5) 
Remark 7.2. The expansion (7.5) is a q-analogue of Carlitz' formula [10, Eq. (3.5)] 
which he derived via MacMahon's Master Theorem. To obtain his result we would have 
to do the replacements ai 1-~ +~j=l (1 -  q/B°)/(1-qi), bij - (1 -q /S" ) / (1 -q i ) ,  
and then let qi ~ 1 for i=  1 . . . . .  r (compare with our observation concerning 
Eq. (7.3)). 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Setting ci(ti)--~ q~', ai(ti)-+ ai, bij(ti)--~ bij, i , j=  1 . . . . .  r in 
Theorem 3.1 we see that the following pair of matrices are inverses of each other: 
i=1 (qi, qi)n,-ki 
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and 
gkl : 
det,<~i,j~r((ai + ~-~f=,bisq~ ~) 6ij + bij(q~' - q~i)) 
r r ~ 
I-[i=l (a~ + ~j=lb i jq /  ) 
x I - I  (a i+  ~=lb i Jqk/ )k ' - "  
i=1 (qi;qi)ki-l, 
Now (4.3) holds for 
r 
an = I-[z~ i and 
i=1 
bk = ]--[z ' zi ai + bij ; qi , 
i=l '= 
by r-fold application of the 0~b0-summation (which is a q-analogue of the exponential 
function [21, Eq. (1.3.16), Appendix (II.2)]). This implies the inverse relation (4.4), 
with the above values of a, and b,. After shifting the indices ki ~ ki + li, i = 1 . . . . .  r, 
substituting the variables bij---+bijq? lj, i , j= l  . . . . .  r, we get rid of the l i and and 
eventually obtain (7.5). [] 
Next we give a multidimensional extension of (7.4): 
Theorem 7.3. Let ai, bij,zi, i , j=  1 . . . . .  r, be indeterminate. Then there holds 
r ~ (detl<~i.j<~r((ai~ 1J-__~:=lbisqks~)~ij-q-bij(l _q~i ) )  
H (Zi;qi)°c = | r"rr "a ki ,x-"~r . kix 
i=1 kl,...,k,=O \ ] .~ i= l t  i -- qi -t- 2.~j=lOijqj ) 
((ai + 2Sj=l ijqj )qi ;q)k, ~,+~ 
× q~ ) ( -1 )  Ikb 
i=l  (qi;qi)k, 
H( r ) )  × zi(ai + Z biJqJ k' ); qi z~i ~ , 
i=1 j= l  
provided [aizil < 1 for  i=  1 . . . . .  r. 
(7.6) 
Remark 7.4. The expansion (7.6) is a q-analogue of Carlitz' formula [10, Eq. (6.5)] 
which he also derived via MacMahon's Master Theorem. To obtain his result we would 
have to do the replacements ai--*q/A' _ r 1 ~ j= l (  - q/B'J)/(1 - qi), bij---~ 
(1 - qBi(J )/(1 - qi), zi ~ - Zi, and then let qi ~ 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  r (compare with our ob- 
servation concerning Eq. (7.4)). 
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Setting ci(ti) ~ q~', ai(ti) ~ ai - q~', bij(ti) ~ bij, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  r, 
in Theorem 3.1 we see that the following pair of matrices are inverses of each other: 
(qi /( i+Y'~j=lbijqj );qi)n~-ki q(,,~,,)i fnk=(--1) lnl- lk l  
i=l (qi; qi)n,-k, \ j=l 
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and 
gkl = 
detl <~i.j<.r((ai - -  q[i _}_ E~:lbi, q~ )fij + bij(q[' - q~' )) 
r ~--,r b ki, [-ii=l(a i _ qki q_ 2..,j=l (/qj ) 
×(--1)lkl-ltl I£I ((ai + ~=lbijq~/)q~k+;qi)k~-,~ q(ki~)_(',2,). 
i:1 (qi; qi)ki-li 
Now (4.3) holds for 
i_[ n, IX  (zi(ai + r ki ~/=lbi/qy );qi)o~ k 
a,= zi and b ,= (z i ;qi)o ~ Zi' , 
i=1 (zi'~ qi)ni i=1 
by r-fold application of the lqSl-summation (see [21, Appendix (I1.5)]). This 
implies the inverse relation (4.4), with the above values of a, and bk. After shifting the 
indices ki -+ki + li, i= 1 ... . .  r, and substituting the variables zi ---~ziqS', ai -+aiq[ i, 
bi/~bi/q~q~ t', i , j= 1 ... . .  r, we get rid of the li and eventually obtain (7.6). [] 
We consider Theorems 7.1 and 7.3 as being of 'simple type', as we have started 
with products of classical (one-dimensional) summations, even with independent bases 
(ql . . . . .  q~), and then applied inversion. Our next theorem, a multiple extension of (7.4), 
is not as 'simple' in this respect, as we start with a genuine r-dimensional summation 
which needs to have only one base q. For the derivation of our multiple extension of 
(7.4), in Theorem 7.6 we apply rotated inversion to the following multidimensional 
1 t~ 1 - sum:  
Lemma 7.5 (An Ar l~l-sum). Let Xl ..... Xr, a and c be indeterminate. There holds 
the following summation: 
(q_k i /x i _q_k / /X j .  
kl,...,kr=O 1 <~i<j<~r 
×I--I (axi;q)k, (_  1 )lkl q~~,:, (~) (C) 
i=1 (q; q)ki(CXi; q)k, 
I,l) = r I  (cql- i /a;q)~ 
i=1 (CXi; q)~ 
(7.7) 
Lemma 7.5 (which extends the classical 141-summat ion  formula [21, 
Appendix (II.5)]) is a special case of a more general multidimensional q-GauB sum- 
mation formula which originally came up in [41, (4.3.12)]. Such type of identities 
occurred there in combinatorial studies of generating functions for specific plane par- 
titions. In the sequel the special type of series has been studied by Gustafson and the 
first author [33,34], and more recently by the second author [55]. 
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Here is our other extension of (7.4): 
Theorem 7.6. Let bi,xi, 
r = ( (q_ki/xi_q_k~/Xj) 
H (zxi'q)~ ~ H ~ ~i  : ~ j  
i=l kl,...,k,.=O l<~i<j<~r 
( bi(1---qk') 
× (--1 )lkl qE:: '  ( * J )1 - -~- -~(x i - -a - -~  :lbjqkj) ] i = 1  
((a + ~j=l bjq kj)ql-~/xi; q)~, 
X 
i=1 (q; q)ki 
× zgl-i a + E bjqk' ;q xki' " zlkl ' 
i=l j=l ] 
provided lazql-~[ < 1. 
i = 1 .. . . .  r, a and z be indeterminate. Then there holds 
(7.8) 
Remark 7.7. To the authors' knowledge, the expansion (7.8) is not a q-analogue of 
any of the identities which have appeared in literature yet. In particular, it is of different 
type than Carlitz' formulas in [9,10]. 
Proof of Theorem 7.6. Setting ci( ti ) ~ qti, ai( ti ) ---+ a - x iq  ti, bi j(  ti ) ~ bj,  i, j = 1 .. . . .  r 
in Theorem 3.1 we see that the following pair of matrices are inverses of each other: 
and 
V "r b.,.,ki);q)n,_k, f~k ----(--1) Inl-lkl (x iqk i / (a  + z.-,i=l J'~ a + Zb jqk~l  q(°,~k,) 
i=l (q; q).,-k, \ j: l  ] 
gkl = 
detl <~i,j<r((a - xiq l~ + }--~f :lbsq k~ )6ij + bj(q l' - qk, )) 
Hir_l (a - xiq ki -I- E;=I  bjq kj ) 
r 
× (--1)lkl-[/I H ((a + ~=lbjqk/)q-k'/xi;q)k,_l, k,+, ,,+, Xki,-l,q( : ) - ( :  ) 
i=1 (q; q)k,--l, 
bk= H (q-k'/xi--q-kJ/XJ)i-'rr " l-i a+ bjq k: ;q 
l <~i<j<~r I li=ll'ZXi; q)°e i=1 ec 
and 
a n 
ztnl 
n (q-n' /x i -  q-"J/xj) i-i ir(zxi;q). ' 
1 <~i<j<~r 
Now (4.3) holds for 
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by Lemma 7.5. This implies the inverse relation (4.4), with the above values of an 
and bk. After shifting the indices ki ~ ki + li, i = 1 . . . . .  r, and substituting the variables 
xi---+xiq -l~, bi---+biq -1~, i - -1 , . . . , r ,  we get rid of the li. In addition, we can simplify 
our determinant due to the rule 
BiCi l - I  Ai, det (Aibij + B iC j )= 1 + -~i } 
1 <~i,]<~r i=1  i :1  
(7.9) 
and eventually obtain (7.8). [] 
Of course, by specializing Eq. (7.8) we may also obtain an interesting formula 
r 1 for ordinary series. If we do the replacements a~q A -~--~'~j=l( -q~J)/(1 -q ) ,  b i~  
(1 -qS ' ) / (1 -q ) ,  xi--+q A-A~, i=  1 . . . . .  r, z ~-Z ,  then let q~ l and rewrite (compare 
with Remark 7.4), we obtain the following multidimensional generalization of (7.2): 
Theorem 7.8. Let Ai,Bi, i=  1 . . . . .  r, and Z be indeterminate. Then there holds 
, ,+z,,2, : X I I  Ai-ki-A_ +kj  1- r 
k I ,...,kr=O I <~i<j<~r "= 
~I  (A iq -E j= lB jk j~zk , ( lq -Z) -B ik i  
× ki J ' 
/=I  (7.10) 
provided [(Bi - 1)Z/(1 + Z) a' [ < 1 for i=  1 . . . . .  r. 
8. Multiple q-Abel and q-Rothe summations 
We can use the expansions (7.3) and (7.4) to obtain terminating q-Abel and 
q-Rothe summations, respectively (for q-summations of this type, also see [5,36,37]). 
Later, we will apply the same method to derive multidimensional generalizations of 
these formulas. 
First, we apply the q-binomial theorem in the form 
OG 
(z(a + bqk); q)~ = (z; q)~ Z (a + bqk; q)} zj  
j=0 (q; q)J 
to the right-hand side of (7.3) and move (z;q)~ to the left-hand side of (7.3). Next, 
by equating coefficients of zn/(q; q)n in the resulting identity (again making use of the 
q-binomial theorem), and employing the q-binomial coefficient notation 
In I (q; q)" k := q (q;q)k(q;q), -k 
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for nonnegative integers k<<,n (cf. [21, Appendix (I.39)]), we arrive at the following 
terminating summation: 
~L~[ n ] (a+b)(a+bqk)k-l(a+bqk;q)n_k (8.1) 1= k 
k=0 q 
(see [36]). This is a q-analogue of Abel's theorem 
k=0 
For, (8.2) can easily be obtained from (8.1) via the substitutions a ~ ( ( 1 - q A/(A + C) )/ 
( 1 -- q)) + (I -- qB/(A+C))/( 1 -- q)2, b ~ - ( 1 - qS/(a+c) )/(1 - q)Z, and then letting q ~ 1. 
On the other hand, if we iterate (7.4) r - 1 times we get 
( I - I  1 - (a i+b i )  (aiq-ki +bi;q),i ,, 
(z;q)~ = 1 - (a iq -k, +bi) (q ;q)k~ (-1)k'q(2) 
k~,...,kr=O i=1 
X z (ai + biq kg ); q z Ikl (ai + . (8.3) 
i=1 cx~ i=1 
Now, after the following application of the q-binomial theorem 
/ r /~X) ~X~ r (~)  
z H(ai+biqk~);q =(z /c ;q )~Z (cI-[i=l(ai+biqki);q)j J 
i=1 j=0 (q; q)J 
to the right-hand side of (8.3) we may put (z/c;q)~ to the left-hand side of (8.3). 
Next, by equating coefficients of (z/c) N (again making use of the q-binomial theorem), 
we arrive at the following terminating summation: 
(c ;q)N_ Z (1L[ 1-(ai+bi)(aiq-k~+bi;q)k~(_l)k~q(~, 
(q; q)N 1 - (aiq -k~ + bi) (q; q)ki kl,...,kr>~O i=1 
0~<lkl~<N 
(c 1-[ir=l(ai + biqk' ); × q)N-Ikl H(ai  + biqk,)~~:,+,kJclk I . (8.4) 
(q; q)N-lk[ i=1 
Identity (8.4) may be viewed as a Gould-type generalization of the q-multinomial 
theorem. The case r = 1, 
(c;q)n ~ 1 - (a+b)  (aq-k+b;q)k(c(a+bqk);q)n_ k 1)kqG) c k 
( -~n - --k=0 1 - (-aq--k + b) (q;q)k (q;q)n-k ( -  
(8.5) 
(see [37]), is a q-analogue of the (Hagen-)Rothe summation formula [26] 
(A+nC)=~-~A (A+Bk) (C-Bk) ,  (8.6, 
k=oA+Bk k J \  n -k  J 
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for (8.6) can be obtained from (8.5) via the substitutions a __.+qA _ (1 -q ' ) / (1  -q ) ,  
b~(1  - q~)/(1 - q), c--+q -A-C,  and then letting q--* 1. 
Many more similar convolution formulas, in the q= 1 case, are listed in [31] (also 
see [58]), whereas more q-Abel and q-Rothe summations can be found in [37], where 
these are derived by means of umbral calculus. 
We start our multidimensional exposition with a multiple q-Abel summation: 
Theorem 8.1. Let  ai, bij, i , j=  1 . . . . .  r, be indeterminate, and let nl . . . . .  nr be nonneg- 
ative integers. Then there holds 
1 det ai + ,sqs 1 <~i j<~r O<~k<~n s:l 
~[n i  I +Zb i jq~ j a i+  Z ~' X a i ~ii~ i qi 
i= 1 ki qi j = l j= 1 i -ki 
(8.7) 
Starting with the identity 7.5, Theorem 8.1 is proved exactly as in the one variable 
case (8.1), by an r-fold application of the q-binomial theorem and a comparison of co- 
efficients. Our multidimensional q-Abel summation theorem is a q-analogue of Carlitz' 
formula [10, Eq. (3.8)] which basically can be obtained from (8.7) via the substitutions 
1 - qA,/(Ai+G) ~ 1 - qB,/(A~+C~) 1 -- q Bii/(Ai+Ci) 
q'- m . . . .  bij ----> ai 1 -q i  j=t (1 -q i )  2 ' (1 -q i )  2 ' 
and then letting qi ~ 1, for i = 1 . . . . .  r. 
A multidimensional q-Abel summation of a different ype is given in Bhatnagar and 
Milne [5]. 
Concerning the next two theorems, we could also have given multidimensional 
generalizations of the Gould-type q-multinomial convolution (8.4), but have decided 
to restrict ourselves to stating the special cases which are multiple q-Rothe summations: 
Theorem 8.2. Let  ai, bij, ci, i , j=  1 .. . . .  r, be indeterminate, and let nl . . . . .  nr be non- 
negative integers. Then there holds 
r I  (ci, qi )nm ( detl ~i,j<~r( (ai - l- I-  E := l  bisqk.~ )~ij -[- b i j (1 - -  qkii ) ) 
i=1 ( q i ; q i ),, -- Z -~-r - 7a- - - -~ - - ~-7---r --  -~-~j ~ O<~k<~n ~k I-[i=1( i -- qi -1- E j : I  bijqj ) 
((ai + F_,j:I i/~j jqi ,,~ijk, 
× qi " " ( -1 )  Ikl 
i=l (qi; qi)k, 
~(¢ i (a i _ .}_E j : l k j r  bijqj ) ); qi )ni-k' cki . (8.8) X 
i:1 (qi; qi),i--k~ 
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Starting with the identity (7.6), Theorem 8.2 is proved exactly as in the one vari- 
able case (8.5), by an r-fold application of the q-binomial theorem and a comparison 
of coefficients. Our multidimensional q-Rothe summation theorem is a q-analogue of 
Carlitz' formula [10, Eq. (6.10)] which basically can be obtained from (8.8) via the 
substitutions 
--~1 - qS~j 1 - qa,j -A~-c, 
ai -.-+ q Ai . . . . .  , bij -"~ - - ,  ci --+ qi , 
1 - q i  1 - -  qi j=l 
and then letting qi ~ 1, for i = 1 ..... r. 
Theorem 8.3. Let bi, ci,xi, i= 1 . . . . .  r, and a be &determinate, and let nl . . . . .  n~ be 
nonnegative integers. Then there holds 
lfIi=l ~'~ q-- ni(Ci;q)ni __ O<~k<.nZ (l~i<j~r-<H< \(q-k'/xi--q-kJ/x/)~i 1/x/ ( -  1)lkl q~7='Q) 
( £  bi(l -qk ' )  
x 1--/=1 (x i - -aZE~: lb jqk / ) /  
n F ((a + Ej=I bjqkJ)ql-k'/xi; q)k~ X 
i=1 (q; q)k, 
X lfIi=l ( (a+ ~'-~j=lbjqk/)ciql-i/xi;q)ni_ki(q; q)n~-ki c~'). (8.9) 
Starting with the identity (7.8), Theorem 8.3 is proved exactly as in the one variable 
case (8.5), by an r-fold application of the q-binomial theorem and a comparison of 
coefficients. In identity (8.9), if we make the substitutions 
1-qRJ  1-qB~ 
__ - - ,  Ci __+ q--Ai--Ci, a--~qA 1----q' bi---~ 1 -q  
j--1 
Xi ---+ qA--Ai, i = 1 .. . . .  r, 
and then let q ~ 1, we obtain the following nice multidimensional Rothe summation: 
Theorem 8.4. Let Ai, Bi, Ci, i= 1 .. . . .  r, be indeterminate, and let nl . . . . .  nr be non- 
neoative integers. Then there holds 
n¢ = x (  X i=1 O<~k<~n \ l~ i< j~r  
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Biki 
• e -£ (A i+~j=lB jk j )  
i :1 . "= ] 
X I-I  ( Ai~- E~=lOjkj~ (C iq - i -  1 -  ES=IBjkj ~"  
i=1 k/ ] ni ki ,]] 
(8.10) 
Remark 8.5. In this section, we derived (multiple) q-Abel and q-Rothe summations 
by manipulating the series expansions we had obtained by rotated inversion in Section 
7 and then extracting coefficients from them. However, we also could have derived 
these terminating summations directly by applying the inverse relations (4.1)/(4.2) 
combined with terminating q-binomial and q-Chu-Vandermonde summations. In this 
case we would have utilized the companion matrix inversion in Theorem 3.3. 
9. A q-analogue of MaeMahon's Master Theorem 
Here we derive a q-extension of MacMahon's Master Theorem [45]. Chu [12, 
Section 5] observed that inverse relations imply MacMahon's Master Theorem. 
Basically, he recovered Carlitz' multidimensional extension of (7.1) [10, Eq. (3.5)] (or 
rather the related formula in [9, Eq. (4.3)]) by inverse relations, which by some further 
manipulations he showed to be equivalent to MacMahon's celebrated theorem. 
Letting (z")f(z) denote the coefficient of z" in f(z), the classical version of 
MacMahon's Master Theorem can be stated as follows: 
Theorem 9.1. Let zi, bij, i, j = 1 . . . . .  r, be indeterminate, and let nl . . . . .  nr be arbitrary 
nonnegative integers. Then there holds 
(z") f i  ~ bijz/ = (z") det ((~ij-zibij) • 
i=1 j= l  l<~i,j<~r 
In deriving our q-analogue, Theorem 9.2, we basically 'q-extend' Chu's analysis, 
but if we would perform the whole matter with Theorem 7.1, a q-extension of Carlitz' 
identity mentioned above, we would just end up with the classical version of the Master 
Theorem. Instead, in our derivation we utilize Theorem 7.3, a multiple extension of 
the q-expansion (7.4) (i.e., a q-analogue of [10, Eq. (6.5)]), and are able to extend 
the whole analysis with additional bases ql,q2 ..... qr. In our case certain q-operators 
come into the game. 
qi by qi -qib, our derivation is based on rewriting Defining the shift operators 8(b ) e(b)b- 
the identity (7.6) of Theorem 7.3 in the form 
-- -- ,~qi ~l/qi "[--[ ~qs ~l/qi 
H (zi;qi)o~ ---- / l  ~<de.t r (~ij * ZiOij(°(zi)O(a,)~.l~(bis,~(bis ) 
i= 1 kl ,..., kr = 0 s~i 
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l~I r - kj, 1 ki; ((ai + E j=I  O(jqj )qi qi)ki q(') ) ( _ l ) l k  [ X 
i=1 (qi; qi)kl 
0 z,) i=1 j=l o~ 
This is achieved by moving all the terms of the summand in (7.6) inside the de- 
terminant using linearity in the rows, by termwise rewriting of the expressions in the 
determinant, thereby introducing the shift operators, and then moving terms again out- 
side of the determinant by linearity in the rows. For our purpose it is particularly 
pleasant that now the determinant does not depend on the summation indices. If we 
y 
transfer I-Ii=l (zi;qi)~ to the right-hand side, we obtain 
= _ zi/qi)6ij..t- Z.h..~q' W~ l/q' l - l  ~q~ w l/q, 
Z l<~i]<~r -- t~q~(Zi)v(ai) II~(bi~)~(bis) 
k~ ,..., k~ =0 s#i 
( (a i -b-E j= 1 oijqj )qi ;qi)ki ~) (_l) lk I × q • 
i=1 (qi; qi)k~ 
I-I (zi(ai + ~"~=, bijq~/); qi)oo zki)" 
× (zi/qi, qi )oo i=1 
(9.1) 
Since the determinant does not depend on the summation indices we can multiply 
both sides of (9.1) with the operator inverse of the determinant. Then we obtain, after 
having replaced zi by ziqi, ai by ai/qi, and bij by bij/qi, for i, j = 1 .. . . .  r, respectively, 
-1 
(det l  <~i,j<~r ( ( l - z i )~ i j+z ib i j~q( i i ) )  1 
I I I  r kj ((ai + E j=I  bijqj )qZk';qi)ki q(k'2l) 
kb....k,.=O ~ i=1 (qi;qi)k, 
iS I r kj ) × (_l)lk I (zi(ai + ~-~j=l bijqj );qi)~ z/k, 
i= 1 (zi; qi )oo ' 
(9.2) 
where we have readily cancelled the operators in the determinant which produce no 
powers of q in the left-hand side expansion, since the operator is applied to the con- 
stant polynomial 1 which we have denoted by 1. For our q-Master Theorem we set 
ai---+0, i=  1 . . . . .  r, in (9.2). Then, we expand the right-hand side further by means of 
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the q-binomial theorem in order to extract he coefficient of z": 
( ( ))' det (1 -- Zi)t~ij "~ zibij#q(~i) 1 
| <~i,j<~r 
r k; -k~ 
: ~ r i ( (~ j= lb i jq jq i  ;qi)ki k~+l 
kl,..,,kr:Oi=l ~ -~ i~ (-1)k~q} 2 )z~ 
(E j= I  bijqj ;qi)l~ 
X Z~ i 
fi=0 (qi; qi)li 
( f ]  ~-" Z l f I  Zini Z ni "~ 1)k' (/el+t) 
I (q~q i )m ki [-- 'qi " 
nl,...,nr:O i:1 ~k '" ki:O qi 
kj )) 
ni  
Observe that 
273 
(9.3) 
k=O q 
Eq. (9.4) may also be expressed more compactly as 
r I  (1--  qi)"___j ~ ,  p(z) ~, ....... =1 = (z") p(z). 
i=1 (qi;qi)ni 
(9.5) 
Back to (9.3), we recognize that we can apply (9.4) to the inner sum on the right- 
hand side of (9.3), with the instance 
p(zl . . . . .  zr) = r i  zni bijzj/zi; qi • 
i=1 
i 
for polynomials p(z  1 . . . . .  Zr) of degree ~< [n[, by iterated application of the q-binomial 
theorem and linearity. Besides, note that by defining the partial difference operators ~i 
by ~i = ( (q i -  1 )zi) -1 (#~zi)- J ) ,  where J denotes the identity operator (cf. [14]), and 
using Schiitzenberger's [56] observation that if yx = qxy, then 
• I  (qi; qi)n~ ki i~l O~k~n i=1 qi zl . . . . .  z,.=l 
= (Z") p(zl . . . . .  Zr), (9.4) 
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After this observation we have arrived at: 
Theorem 9.2 (A q-analogue of MacMahon's Master Theorem). Let  zi, bij, for  
i , j=  1 . . . . .  r, be indeterminate, and let nl . . . .  ,nr be arbitrary nonnegative integers. 
Then there holds 
(z°) fi ( ~ bijzj/zi;qi) 
i=1 j=l /ni 
( )-' 
det< ((1 - zi )(~ij --}- zibij~i ): (zn) l<~i,j~r , 
(9.6) 
where g,. denotes the q-shift operator defined by gtzi = qizi, and 1 denotes the constant 
polynomial  1. 
Theorem 9.2 does indeed include MacMahon's Master Theorem as a special case. 
Namely, if we write (9.6) in the way 
( r )  
(gn) i=1 f i  s=l f i  zi-j~=IbijzjqS-I =(gn)\1 ( ~i,j<~rdet ((1-zi)~i j+zibi j~')  l ,  
we conveniently can see that the substitutions qi---+l, zi---+azi, b i j - -*-bi j /a,  
i, j = 1 . . . . .  r, then a ~ 0, specialize to the classical case, Theorem 9.1. 
For illustration, we quickly verify the statement of Theorem 9.2 for one dimension 
( r= 1). Writing bll =b,  zt =z,  and gl =g,  we want to check 
(b;q)n = (zn)(1 - z  +zbN)  - I  1. 
We have 
(1 - z + zbg) - l l  = ~ (z = zk(--zb~)n--k l 
n=0 n=0 k=0 q 
= z n ( -  1)kq(2)b k '
n=0 k=0 q 
the second equality due to (9.5). The last inner sum evaluates to the desired quantity 
by the q-binomial theorem. 
We plan to give a more detailed iscussion of our q-analogue of MacMahon's Master 
Theorem including several applications in a forthcoming paper [43]. 
10. Additional expansion formulas 
We want to mention some formulas which are closely related to those we used and 
derived in Section 7, and which may also be used to derive additional identities. 
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The expansion formulas (see [53, Section 4.5]) 
e Az _ ~ (A +Bk)kzke_BZt, (10.1) 
1 - BZ  k! k-O 
where IBZel-Bz[ < 1, and 
( I+z)A  =Z°~ (AkBk)  
Zk(1 Z) -Bk, + (10.2) 
1-  Bz/( I  + Z) k o 
where I (B-1)Z/(1 +Z)BI < 1, are companion identities of (7.1) and (7.2), respec- 
tively, q-Analogues of these identities are 
~ (a+bq k)k,. 
Z (-1)kq(~)bkzk= Z ~ tzl.a+bqk);q)~zk (10.3) 
k=0 k=0 
and 
(aq -k + b; q)k 
(z; q)o~ Z (b; q)kz ~ = k=0 k=0 (q;q)k (-1)kq( 2 )(z(a+bqk);q)o~z k, 
k+l 
(10.4) 
respectively, both being valid for lazl < 1. To see that these formulas are q-analogues of 
the above we can make similar substitutions that were needed earlier in the respective 
cases where we showed that (7.3) and (7.4) are q-analoques of (7.1) and (7.2). 
We have already given a multidimensional version of (10.4), see Eq. (9.2), involving 
q-shift operators, which appeared in our derivation of the q-Master Theorem. 
The multidimensional version of (10.3), 
(1 <~i,j<~rdet (~ij + zibij~qz,~)~-' , / 
= Z (ai + ~j=l biJq~J;qi)k~ zi(ai + Z biJq~ j ); qi z~ j , 
kl,...,kr=O i=1 (qi; qi)k~ j=!  ~ 
(10.5) 
can easily be deduced from (7.5) in the same manner as (9.2) was deduced from (7.6). 
Identities (10.5) and (9.2) themselves can be used to derive additional higher- 
dimensional (terminating) convolutions with the method we demonstrated in Section 8. 
These would include q-extensions of Carlitz' other multidimensional convolution for- 
mulas [10, Eqs. (3.9) and (6.9)]. 
It is also interesting to look for nontrivial cases where the determinant in the multiple 
identities implify. These cases have higher chances to occur naturally in combinato- 
rial enumeration problems. The specific type of multiple series we consider occur, 
e.g., in [57]. We already had a case of nearly total factofization of the determinant in
Theorem 7.6, where we could simplify the determinant due to (7.9). Another case 
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concems the determinant of a matrix having entries # 0 only in the principal diag- 
onal and the diagonal above (indices modulo r). It is easy to see that in this case 
the determinant can be reduced to the difference of two products (see for example 
Section 6). 
The following theorem provides such an example, where we use the q-binomial 
coefficient notation: 
[k]  (q'+~-k; q)k _(q-~;q)k(_q~)kq-(~), q'-- (q; q)  (q; q)k 
for nonnegative integer k and arbitrary • (cf. [21, Appendix (1.42), (1.43)]). 
Theorem 10.1. Let ~i,zi, i= 1 .. . . .  r, be indeterminate. Then there holds 
Z qr(2)+mE:='~ Z~ _ q(k2i ) O~i + ki+l zki '
m=0 (--Zi; q)m ki (-zi; q)~i+k,+, ' i=1 kl,...,kr=O i=1 q 
(10.6) 
where the indices are written modulo r. 
Proof. We consider the special case of formula (9.2), where we have ql ..... qr=q, 
Zi -'> --2i/q, ai=O, bi, i+l _~ql+~i, for i=  1 ..... r (mod r), and where bij=O i f j  # i+ l  
(mod r). We also write ~/ instead of 6 ~q for short. In this special case, the left-hand (z~), 
side of (9.2) is 
n I 1 + zi/q) - -  q~t i z i~ i  1 
i=l / 
- I  
o(~ r 
= Z H ((1 + zi/q)-lq~izi~')m(1 + zi/q)-' 1 
m=0 i=1 
r m r = Zq (2)+mEi=~ i zy 
m=0 i=1 (--zi/q; q)m+l " 
It is even more straightforward to compute the fight-hand side of (9.2) for our partic- 
ular choice of parameters. Finally, we multiply both sides of the resulting identity by 
r 
1--Ii=l (1 +zi/q) to obta in  (10.6). [] 
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Remark 10.2. Identity (10.6) is a q-analogue o f  a special case of  Carlitz' formula [11, 
2 = 1 in Eq. (2.6)], 
1-Ii=1( 1 q'- Zi) ~i+1 O~i q- ki+l Zi 
I-IT=l (1 + zi) - I-Iirl Zi kL,...,k,.=0 i=1 ki 1 ~i--1 // (10.7) 
(again, indices are written modulo r), which simply follows from (10.6) by the limit 
q ~ 1. Also Carlitz derived his formula by specializing a more general expansion. It 
is worth noting that (10.7) (or rather an identity equivalent o (10.7) via substitu- 
tions) was given combinatorial proofs [15,24,57]. It would also be interesting to find 
a combinatorial proof of the multiple q-series identity (10.6). 
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